


Relaxed and natural 
wedding photography
I love to capture the emotion and drama 
as the day unfolds and I’ll be looking out 
for the candid moments, interactions and 
details that will tell the story of your wedding 
day through beautiful, natural photography. 
My approach is relaxed and candid, using 
natural light wherever possible.



Pricing

FULL DAY WEDDING   £1400 

Coverage of your day from preparations 
to the first dance (8 hrs approx ).

HALF DAY WEDDING   £750

Coverage of your day from the guests 
arriving at the ceremony to going through 
to dinner (4 hrs approx ).

SMALL WEDDINGS

If you’re planning a small wedding or 
something a little bit different, please ask 
for a bespoke quote. 

Prices from £350  for a mid week ceremony. 

A £200 deposit is required to secure the 
date with the remaining balance payable on 
delivery of your web gallery. 

Your photos will be available to view within
 4 - 5 weeks of your wedding.

WEDDING PACKAGES INCLUDE:

A pre wedding meeting so we can meet each 
other and go through the details.

A password protected web gallery 
to share with your guests.

Individually edited images, each one being 
digitally perfected, enhanced and edited in a 
mixture of black & white and colour.

A personalised USB of print ready digital files 
of all edited images.

Travel is included within a 30 mile radius of 
central Edinburgh.

ENGAGEMENT /   £350
PRE WEDDING SHOOT 

This includes:

A minimum of 30 images to download and 
share from a web gallery. These images will 
be web resolution (72ppi) which is suitable for 
online viewing & sharing but not printing.

10 print ready files to download or 6 fine art 
prints up to 6 x 9.



Albums & products
Stunning fine art wedding albums have up to 
30 pages and are enhanced by beautiful matt
giclee printing, Both ink and paper are archival 
guaranteeing that your images will last a 
lifetime. Albums come boxed with a choice of 
coloured linen covers and laser etched text.

8 x 8    £450
10 x 10   £500
12 x 12   £550

20% discount on duplicate books.
Extra pages £5 each.

Fine art prints and bespoke framing are also 
available along with a range of contemporary
wall art, Please ask for a full price list.



Rachel is lovely and so are her photos! 
We were lucky enough to have her at our 
wedding ceremony and she did a great job 
and was very discreet during the quiet service. 
I am not one for loving getting my photo 
taken but Rachel is so easy going that it put 
me at ease and made things much more 
relaxed and fun. Our meeting before hand 
was good and she took exactly the range of 
pics we asked for. We had our edited photos 
very quickly and my husband and I were very 
chuffed with the results. A very personal, 
trustworthy, brilliant service. I need to find 
more occasions to hire her!

KATE & CHRIS

Thank you so much for everything. It was such 
a pleasure, you made everyone feel so at ease
and our photos are just incredible! Fun, 
bright, relaxed and so colourful - exactly what 
we wanted!

ANNA & NIALL

What fabulous pictures – Rachel did a brilliant 
job capturing the light and the colours, but 
especially the smiles! Even the normally 
camera-shy people (and there were quite a 
few in that crowd) beamed without pause. 
Fantastic pictures, that completely match up 
to the fantastic day we all had. A wonderful 
record of memorable moments.

SAM & CLARE



Get in touch
heinphotography@gmail.com 

07973 779 223 
www.rachelhein.com


